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Welcome and introduction
Thank you for coming to this open day to find out more
about the projects happening between Peka Peka and Ōtaki.
As construction of the Peka Peka to Ōtaki (PP2Ō)
Expressway continues, Waka Kotahi is planning
what will happen to the existing state highway and
local roads when the new expressway opens.
The PP2Ō Expressway will be a 13 kilometre fourlane expressway, which will increase the efficiency
of freight and people movements between
Wellington and the north, and ease local trip
congestion in the area. It will link with the Mackays
to the Peka Peka (M2PP) Expressway at Te Kowhai
Road in south and eventually connect to the future
Ōtaki to north of Levin (Ō2NL) highway at Taylors
Road in the north. Until Ō2NL is constructed, PP2Ō
will connect to the existing SH1 at Taylors Road.

A shared cycling, walking and bridle path is also
being constructed as part of the PP2Ō Expressway
project.

To do this, you can:
•

When the expressway opens it will become State
Highway 1 and work will begin to convert the old
State Highway 1 route to a local road that is owned
and maintained by Kāpiti Coast District Council
(KCDC). This process is known as revocation.

Drop into any of our events during April
and May 2021, to talk to the team and
provide your feedback.

•

Fill out one of our feedback forms.

•

Visit our website at www.nzta.govt.nz/
sh1-kapiti-improvements.

•

Email us at PP2Orevocation@nzta.govt.nz.

•

Write to us: Peka Peka to Ōtaki Revocation,
Waka Kotahi, PO Box 5084, Lambton Quay,
Wellington 6145.

With your help we can make this transition as
smooth as possible, and ensure the road is fit-forpurpose. Local knowledge is key to making sure
the roads serve your community effectively, so we
would like your feedback on our work so far.
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The process so far
In 2015, Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency started work
to determine what would be required to make this section
of SH1 suitable as a local road. Since 2018, we have been
collaborating with Kāpiti Coast District Council (KCDC) and
speaking with our partners, community and stakeholders
about the future of the existing state highway corridor.

Examples of comments

Enhancing the transition between local roads
and the expressway, improving the pedestrian
environment and providing planting were all
identified as overall themes through workshops,
and stakeholder and public engagement sessions.

In mid 2019, we asked the community and
stakeholders for their thoughts on the corridor, and
how they may like to see it change once the PP2Ō
Expressway opens.
We also asked questions about intersections along
this road, the different modes of transport people
use, how they feel about speed and safety, and what
facilities would be required to make cycling easier.

This engagement was used along with input
from relevant technical specialists to determine
the scope of the work and help us develop
concept designs for the project.

You told us that providing access between
communities, the expressway and the shared path
was important. Improving overall safety, ensuring
appropriate speed limits, and catering for cycling
were also common themes.
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‘Many road cyclists including myself would
use the old SH1 if the revocation provided
smooth surface cycle lane and traffic
speeds reduced to 80 max. The proposed
multi-purpose track will not be suitable for
large groups of road cyclists traveling at 30
to 50 KPH.’

In 2020, based on what we heard during
engagement, we agreed with Kāpiti Coast
District Council on what would be included
in the scope of the project.

‘I support slower speeds through Te Horo.
With lots of houses so close to the road it
should be a safe speed for people entering
and exiting.’
‘In order to promote Ōtaki as a destination,
parking and walking around the shops
would greatly be improved if a one-way
traffic system were introduced.’

Have your say
We would like to hear your feedback on
the preliminary designs before we move to
the detailed design phase to develop them
further. Please see boards three, four and
five for more details.

‘The road through Te Horo is too long and straight
to reduce the speed to anything below 80 km/h.
Reducing to 50 km/h wouldn’t make sense.
Vehicles would be constantly speeding and you’ll
find drivers will become increasing frustrated which
can lead to unsafe driving.’

The revocation process means considering
whether the current speed limits will still be
safe and appropriate for the road in future.
We would also like to know your thoughts
on speed limits for new local roads and new
layouts. Please see boards six, seven and
eight for more details.
Board
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‘It would be good if it was easy to access any
existing cafes etc. I think of the Otago rail
trail and how it links to local businesses.’
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‘Some nice planting along the eastern side
between old SH1 and the rail line would
be very nice. It’s always full of tall weeds
and looks horrible and unkept which really
tarnishes the look and feel of the area.’
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Proposed designs for PP2Ō revocation
Proposed designes have been
determined through workshops
between Waka Kotahi and
Kāpiti Coast District Council,
and engagement with iwi
partners and the community.

Preferred Design Option
Ōtaki View A: Rahui Roundabout

A: Improvements to the Rahui Road/
Mill Road roundabout:
•

•

Kerb and lane adjustments.

•

Safer pedestrian crossings.

•

Preferred Design Option
To arrive at preferred designs,
both B:
theRaised
Ōtaki
Ōtakifor
View
Table

•

Retain roundabout,reduce to single lane approach
and circulating carriageway

•

Improve pedestrian refuge islands to cater for
increase in connectivity between shared paths
(final design of crossing to be developed through the
preliminary design stage)

•

Create new shared paths north of roundabout,
integrate planting.

Preferred Design Option
Wider footpaths create more space for walkingŌtaki
and cycling.
View C: At-Grade Crossing

A new shared path north of the roundabout connecting
Concept designs – indicative only
to the nearby shared path along the railway line.
The existing pedestrian refuge along Main Road will be

Figure 45.and
Ōtaki View A Rahui Roundabout Aerial
upgraded to provide a higher LOS to pedestrians
cyclists. Kerb build-outs reduce the crossing distance
for pedestrians and provide space for considered street
planting.

Railway/Retail precinct and Te Horo, multiple
options were presented to KCDC and others for
consideration. Safety, practicality and value for
A raised table at the Arthur Street and Main Road
enhance pedestrian
movement within
money were consideredintersection
beforewill
selecting
a preferred
the area and strengthen the link through to the train
design option each for Ōtaki
and Te Horo.
station. Zebra crossings setback from the intersection

B: Improvements at Arthur St/Main Road
intersection:
•

Figure 49. Ōtaki View C At-Grade Crossing Aerial

edge and amenity planting (including street trees)
provide safer pedestrian connections and a greener
street environment. The existing signalised crossing at
Main Road will remain.

The preferred design option for the Ōtaki precinct
is focused on providing a better street environment
that allows for slower traffic and provides greater
facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. The full report
is available at the open day(s), or can be found online.

Preferred Design Option
Zone
1
&
2:
Taylors
Road
Ōtaki

ntial Scope Option
Potential Scope Option
Ōtaki

Concept designs – indicative only

Preferred Design Option
Ōtaki View D: Raised Crossing (opp. New World) 3.5m

4m

•

Zebra crossings set back from intersection.

•

Planting, including trees, to create a greener space.
4m prx.
Ap

m

2.5

m

3.5

m

2.5

4m prx.
Ap

A raised table crossing will provide safe connections
for pedestrians across Main Road at the southern end
of the Ōtaki Retail area. The raised table affects the
physical speed environment – slowing traffic down as
it enters the area highlighting the Retail area as a slow
space. Its location links the supermarket with the bus
stop, market space, and potential shared path on the
eastern side of Main Road. Amenity planting and new
LED lights columns also accent the crossing point.

•

Kerb build-out with planting to improve
The main features of the preferred design option include:
safety for pedestrians by shortening the
• Improvements to the Rahui Road roundabout – including
crossing distance.
a greater level of service (LOS) for walking and cycling,
4m

m

m

3.5

e.g. more space allocated for these modes and better
crossing points and connections to adjacent shared
paths
m

Figure 51. Ōtaki View D Raised Crossing Aerial

3.5

m
2.5
4m

•
•

Increased footpath widths

•
•

Traffic calming measures

Figure 46. Ōtaki View A Rahui Roundabout
Street View
Figure 50. Ōtaki View C At-Grade Crossing Street View
56
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Proposed PP2Ō shared path

Ōtaki: The preferred design option for the Ōtaki precinct is
focused around providing a better street environment that
is more connected and with slower traffic movements. This
will provide a greater level of service (LOS) for pedestrians
and cyclists

Tree / planting & amenity

•

Extent of remedial road improvements

•

station

Upgrade Waerenga and Riverbank Road
to allow for greater LOS for pedestrians a
maintain heavy commercial vehicle acces

Remove central median through main stri
kerb, lane and footpath adjustments

Add
more
amenity
planting
Concept
designs
– indicative
only including stree
locations to provide a better street enviro
minimising parking loss

Integrate stormwater functions with new p
e.g. rain gardens where possible to aid in
management

D: Installing a crossing on
• Create safe pedestrian crossings at key p
Main Road – opposite New
World
raised
tables and upgrade of existing ped

Bus stop shelter improvements

•

Major road improvements
Cycle route

oa

•

2.5

Major change eg. raised table etc.

iR

m

3.5

m

Minor change eg. kerb adjustment

hu

m

3.5

C: Upgrades to existing crossings
on Main Road

Upgrading street furniture, safe cycling lanes,
creating safe pedestrian crossings and including more
o arrive at a preferred design the concept options for both the Ōtaki Railway/
planting
will
provide
a nicer
in this area
etail Precinct
and Te Horo
were
considered
in termsenvironment
of their ability to satisfy
e Spatial Design Principles that had been developed for the revoked section of
while maintaining as many car parks as possible.
ad. This included to what magnitude the key moves would be realised in order
Stormwater
functions
may
also
be integrated
with
achieve the
desired outcomes
for the project.
This
assessment
and decisions
ound scopenew
were planting
made in consultation
with the Transport
Agency and KCDC.
to aid stormwater
management,
and KEY
s part of these discussions safety and value for money were factored into
new signage
will
indicate
local
attractions.
fining the options
down to one
potential
preferred
design
option.

ad

m

2.5

2.5

Figure 47. Ōtaki View B Raised Table Aerial

to Ōtaki retail

Ra

Raised platform to improve pedestrian experience
and create a clear link to the train station.

4m

•

•

Upgrade street furniture including bus she

Crossing provides safe crossing
space.
• Integrate interpretative signage for local a

Upgrade Mill/Rahui roundabout including kerb and lane
future gateway sculptures
adjustments and •
provide
safer
pedestrian
crossing
Links supermarket with bus stop, market space and
• Relocate light columns in between Mill Rd
points
and upgrade
potential
shared
path
on easternWaerenga
side ofRd
Main
Road.with LED light
Create a new raised platform
at Arthur
and Main
Road
intersection to emphasise the connection to the train

•

Planting and lighting to mark the crossing point.

Concept designs – indicative only
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•

Figure 52. Ōtaki View D Raised Crossing Street View

Otaki railway/retail adjustments

N

•
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Ōtaki railway/retail adjustments

Figure 48. Ōtaki View B Raised Table Street View
PP2Ō Revocation | Landscape + Urban Design Report 57
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Proposed designs for PP2Ō revocation
Preferred Design Option
Ōtaki View E: Waerenga Road

Zone 3: Ōtaki town to north of Ōtaki River
E: Waerenga Road
•

Changes to lane widths and kerb
Revised lane widths and kerb build-outs allow for
build-outs will allow for street planting
street amenity planting and reduced pedestrian
and reduced crossing distances for
crossing distances. Wider footpaths (where possible)
pedestrians.
and the potential shared path will provide greater
• Wider footpaths
(where
possible)
and central
connectivity
through to
the retail
area. The
shared
provide greater
right the
turning
baypath
will will
remain.

connectivity through to the retail area.

•

The northbound on-road cycle facility
connections through this intersection are
still being developed.

d Design Option
w F: Mid-Block Residential Option 2
•

The central right turning bay will remain.

Figure 53. Ōtaki View E Waerenga Road Aerial
Concept designs – indicative only

F: Mid-block residential

parking on the eastern side of the
tion provides a northbound cycle
side of road. For southbound
shared path and also confident
road, although there is no
them. This option doesn’t provide
ce for cyclists as the northbound
ween the traffic lane and parked cars
ers have to choose between mixing
or vehicles. The central flush median
raffic lanes are 3.5m wide. The
Concept designs – indicative only
tern side is increased to min. 1.8m
verges are retained, potentially
Riverbank
Road
amenity G:
and
reduce maintenance
• Traffic signals may be introduced.
oL) costs.
•
•

Footpath widths are a minimum
of 1.8m wide.

•

This is an indicative design only. An exact
layout is still being developed.

Car parking on the eastern side of the
road is replaced with a northbound
cycle lane on the western side
– between the parked cars and
northbound traffic.

•

Cyclists could use the eastern side’s
shared path for southbound travel.

•

Green verges are retained, potentially
planted out to add amenity and reduce
m
5
.
maintenance3 costs.

2m
m
5
.
3
2m
m
5
.
2
3m

The intersection is adjusted to improve the
experience for cyclists and pedestrians.
Figure 57. Ōtaki View F Mid-Block Residential Option 2 Aerial
The dedicated southbound right-turn lane
is retained.

•

•

Figure 54. Ōtaki View E Waerenga Road Street View
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Te Horo View B: Entry Threshold
Board
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A threshold treatment is proposed just north of the
Te Waka Road intersection. Travelling south, this
signifies the arrival at Te Horo and a corresponding
change in the environment of the road corridor,
encouraging drivers to slow and be wary of other
mode users. Welcome signs (with speed limit) and
amenity planting welcome visitors to the area plus
a change in the road surfacing (narrowing slightly)
will provide a tactile marker for vehicles. Cycle
lanes are maintained separate from the vehicle
lanes.

Proposed designs for PP2Ō revocation
The Te Horo township
has a lot of character, but
it is currently dominated
by the state highway. To
make this stretch of road
fit-for-purpose, we want to
improve intersection safety
and enhance the area with
planting so Te Horo can be
promoted as a rural village
destination, and gateway to
Te Horo Beach.

m

m

3.5

A: Improvements away
from residential areas
•

Passing lanes removed.

•

Wide shoulders on both sides
of the road provide dedicated
space for cyclists.

•

A separated shared path is being
built alongside the Expressway.

•

Options for centre lines and median
strips are still being considered.

m

3.5
m

2.5

Figure 68. Te Horo View B Entry Aerial

Concept designs – indicative only

B: Entry to Te Horo –
north of Te Waka Road
intersection

These improvements focus on the area just north
of Te Waka Road to just south of the residential
area. The aim is to slow traffic around the entry
to Te Horo and create a safer environment for
driving, walking and cycling.
Along with the points on the map listed below,
the plan for this area is to:
•

Connect to the PP2Ō Expressway shared path

•

Enhance planting throughout the existing
road, including new clusters of native trees

•

Integrate signage for local attractions

•

Te Horo View D: Residential

Minor change eg. kerb adjustment

Tree / planting & amenity

Extend footpath

Major change eg. raised table etc.

Bus stop shelter improvements

As per the mid-bock section of road, improvements
to the revocated state highway in Te Horo include
replacing the central
double-yellow
lines with up the kerb lines of the
intersection
include
tightening
white lines, widening the hard shoulders (without
intersection
improve
pedestrian
and cyclist safety
compromising theto
vehicle
lanes) and
dedicating these
as cycle
lanesvehicles
with intermittent
green-painted
and
slow
navigating
thecycle
space. A pedestrian
markers. The footpath on the residential/west side of the
crossing
andto central
median
planter
is included to
road is widened
1.8m and extended
to reach
Te Horo
Beach
Road and Hyde accessing
Park Village.
aid
pedestrians
Hyde Park Village from

k
Te Wa

•

•

Pedestrian crossing and central median
planter to aid access to Hyde Park village
Site Selections
the
shared
on School
from
thepath
shared
path.Road and vice versa. A

•

•
Improvements
to intersection at
Te Waka Road

•

m

2.5

road

Raised table at Te Horo
Beach Road intersection

o Beach Road
C
Extend
improvements
to intersection to
School Road

D: Residential areas

Pros:

D
•

•

Better E-W connectivity

•

Improved integration
and L.O.S for cycling and
walking

•

Improved amenity planting

•

Highlight/signify Te Horo
township extent through
entry/exit treatment

Extend existing footpath to
Hyde Park

KEY

Cons:

Shared path
Expressway
Sc

•

Existing SH1

ho

ol

ad

Limited speed environment
changes to middle section

Concept designs – indicative only
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Figure 73. Te Horo View D Residential Street View
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gure 65. Te Horo Preferred Design Option Plan
PP2Ō Revocation | Landscape + Urban Design Report 67

69

improvements to School
Southbound
right turn lane is retained.
•

•

PP2Ō Revocation | Landscape + Urban Design Report

m
3.5
reinstated bus
Te Horo Beach Road could
As perstop
Optionon
2, plus:
m
3.5
Create
new
bus
stop
to
improve
access
to
also
improve
accessibility
for
the
area
in
terms
of
Figure 72. Te Horo View D Residential Aerial
• Narrow thresholds at entry/
m
2.5
multi-modal
trips.
inclusion
cycle lanes
willbe
public transport.
exactoflocation
will
exit TheAn
m
2.5
provide safer
for cyclists heading north
• connections
More street planting
determined during the detailed design process.
extend
existing
footpathTravelling
to
to Te Waka• Road
and
beyond.
south,
Hyde Park
Wide
on both sides
of the
road
the
right shoulders
turn lane
is maintained
and cycle
lanes
Concept designs – indicative only
• Play with lane widths
are
provided
on either side
of the
revocated
road
provide •dedicated
space
for
cyclists.
Extend intersection
Figure 70. Te Horo View C Beach Road Intersection Aerial
carriageway.

d

a Roa

Narrowed
thresholds at entry
and exits to Te Horo

B

•

Wide shoulders on both sides of
the road provide dedicated space
for cyclists.

Tightening kerb lines to improve pedestrian
and cyclist safety while slowing traffic.

A

N

•

considered.

Concept designs – indicative only

C:Proposed
Te Horo
Beach
Road
intersection
improvements to the Te Horo Beach Road
•

Cycle route

Welcome signs with speeds
to signify the start of Te Horo
– alerting drivers that this is a
populated residential area.

Figure 69. Te Horo View B Entry Street View

EY
Proposed PP2Ō shared path

•

Preferred Design Option
• Options for centre lines and
median strips are still being
Te
Horo
View
C:
Beach
Road
Intersection
Preferred Design Option

Upgrade streetlights to LED lighting

Extent of remedial road improvements

2.5

100

200m

•

Wide shoulders on both
sides of the road provide
dedicated space for cyclists.

•

Extend the footpath on the
residential/west side north
to Te Horo Beach Road.

•

Options for centre lines and
median strips are still being
considered.
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Peka Peka to Ōtaki speed review
Along with physical changes to the
current State Highway 1, we are
considering what speeds will be safe
and appropriate when those physical
changes are complete, and the
highway becomes a local road.

N

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT
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ŌTAKI

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Safer speed limits won’t stop every crash from
happening, but they will help reduce the severity of any
crashes that do occur. Speed has a direct impact on how
serious a crash is, whether it was the primary cause or
not. In a crash, speed can be the difference between
someone walking away unharmed, being seriously
injured, or even killed.
Between 2009 and 2018 there were 32 serious or fatal
crashes between Peka Peka Road and Taylors Road.
Six people lost their lives and 36 people were seriously
injured in these crashes. There were two serious
crashes in 2019 and 2020* (*provisional data).

The road will continue to be a shared space
for cars, heavy vehicles and farm machinery
and others, including cyclists, pedestrians
and horse-riders. There are homes and
businesses along the road, and safe and
easy access around driveways is an
important consideration.

Current average speed
85-89km/h

oad

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

These new features (which you can learn more about on
boards 3-5), are intended to reflect lower traffic volumes
and improve the environment on and around the road.
The main roads in Ōtaki and Te Horo have to be safe and
suitable for everyone who uses them, including people
walking and cycling, and part of that is changing the
speed limits to suit the new environment.

Even when the existing SH1 is no longer a state
highway, it will still be a busy and important road.

rs R

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT
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Current average speed
50-54km/h
d

Current average speed
45-49km/h

Current average speed
65-69km/h

Current average speed
85-89km/h

T E HORO

Te Horo Beach

Ro a d

Current average speed
80-84km/h

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT
Sc
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We want to know how you feel about
speed limits on these sections for
the existing SH1.
CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Peka
Peka
R

oad

Current average speed
85-89km/h

Section

Current speed
limit (km/h)

Current average
speed (km/h)

Peka Peka Road to South of School Road

100

85-89

South of School Road to North of Te Horo Beach Road

80

80-84

North of Te Horo Beach Road to South of Ōtaki River

100

85-89

South of Ōtaki River to South of Waerenga Road

70

65-69

South of Waerenga Road to North of Mill Road

50

45-49

North of Mill Road to North of Waitohu Valley Road

50

50-54

North of Waitohu Valley Road to Taylors Road

100

85-89

Taylors Road to Atkins Road

100

85-89
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Local roads speed review
Taylors Rd

The PP2Ō Expressway
construction is changing
the way you will use some
sections of local roads in
the area. Some roads have
been realigned, and some
new sections of road have
already been built. Because
of this, we need to consider
what speed limits will be
safe and appropriate in the
future. Before we make any
decisions, we would like
to hear your thoughts on
suitable speed limits for
these sections of local roads.

Waitohu Stream

Taylors Road
To Levin
Co u
nty
Rd

M ill Rd

Rahui Rd

Ōtaki-Māori
Racing Club
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ŌTAKI

Ōtaki Main Road North
This section of the old highway will become
a local road and will include a shared walking
and cycling path.

Miro St

County Road

Akeake Pl

Will be closed at its northern end with
removable bollards installed for emergency
access.

Riverba

nk Rd

Ōtaki River

Rahui Road
Ōtaki Gorge Rd

Addin

g
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School Road

Te H

A new section of School Road which directly
connects the east and west parts of Te Horo.

Rd

Main road

ach
e
B
o
r
o

d

Old H

autere

Rd

Winiata
Link Rd

This map is not to scale and is indicative only

aR

EXPRESSWAY UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Rd
Te

TE HORO

Will not have direct access to new Expressway
but will connect to the old highway via existing
roundabout.

Quarry Access
Existing local road is upgraded to improve
safety and access.

School Rd

Makahuri Access

Gear Rd

Includes an underpass under the Expressway
and an improved train crossing for local access
to an area identified for future development.

Ōtaki Gorge Road
A new section of local road crosses the train
line with a new northbound off-ramp and
southbound on-ramp to the Expressway.

Old Hautere Road
A new section of road connecting with Ōtaki
Gorge Road and the old highway.

Te Hapua Road

(Loca

l acc
ess)

The intersection with the new local arterial
road has already been upgraded.

Winiata Link
A new piece of road providing local access to
the Winiata Block.

Te Hapua Rd

Local Arterial Road
The new section of road from Te Kowhai Road
to Mary Crest that’s currently being used as the
temporary highway will become a local road
when the Expressway opens.

A new section of Taylors Road from the old
highway which provides access to the existing
part of Taylors Road.

Gear Road
Te Kowhai Rd

A new link road connecting School Road to the
old section of Gear Road.

PEKA PEKA
Hadfield Rd
Peka Peka Rd

OLD

To Wellington

To Waikanae

SH1
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Since the Mackays to Peka Peka (M2PP) Expressway opened
in 2017, a lot has changed for the old State Highway 1 route
between Mackays Crossing and Peka Peka – and there are
more changes to come.
Alongside these improvements on the old state highway, we are considering
what speed limits will be appropriate for the road.

Over the last few years, Waka Kotahi has been working on the M2PP
corridor improvements project. Construction is now underway on changes
to the road between Poplar Avenue and Peka Peka Road.

Introducing safer speed limits won’t stop every crash from happening,
but they will help reduce the severity of any crashes that do occur.

This work is the result of discussions with KCDC and engagement with the
community in 2017. A summary of engagement is available at this open day,
or online.

Between 2009 and 2018 there were 605 crashes between Poplar Avenue
and Peka Peka Road, including 30 fatal or serious crashes. Since the M2PP
expressway opened there have been no serious crashes on the old State
Highway 1 road.

Features being built or improved in this project include:
•

New roundabouts and intersections

We have previously engaged with the community on general issues around
speed and safety for this road. As we have now confirmed what changes will be
taking place on this road, we want to provide the community with an opportunity
to share thoughts on what speed limits would be appropriate in future:

•

Upgraded walking and cycling facilities

•

New lanes and line markings

•

Additional pedestrian crossings

•

Improved amenities through the Waikanae and Paraparaumu
commercial centres

These changes have been designed to improve the environment, provide better
local connections and help create a better sense of place and community.

N

N

The Raumati Road roundabout
is currently under construction

Paraparaumu town centre

N

Current average speed
65-69km/h

Kāp

ad

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Current average
speed (km/h)

Poplar Avenue to South
of Raumati Road

100

80-84

South of Raumati Road to
North of Ihakara Street

70

65-69

North of Ihakara Street to
South of Ventnor Drive

50

45-49

South of Ventnor Drive to
Ventnor Drive

50

55-59

Ventnor Drive to SB Offramp
at Ventnor Drive

80

55-59

SB Offramp at Ventnor Drive
to Otaihanga Road

80

65-69

Otaihanga Road to North
of Otaihanga Road

80

55-59

North of Otaihanga Road
to South of Te Moana Road

80

75-79

South of Te Moana Road to
South of Martin Street

50

50-54

South of Martin Street to Hemi Street

50

55-59

Hemi Street to Peka Peka Road

100

85-89

Current average speed
55-59km/h
Current average speed
75-79km/h
Current average speed
50-54km/h
WA I K A N A E
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Hemi St

Te
M

Current average speed
55-59km/h
Martin St

If you need to contact the project team,
please email M2PPrevocation@nzta.govt.nz

n g a Ro

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

To find out more about the physical infrastructure
changes during M2PP revocation, please visit
www.nzta.govt.nz/m2pp-revocation

Otaiha

Current average speed
65-69km/h

r i ve

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Current average speed
55-59km/h

Ventno
rD

enue
CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Current speed
limit (km/h)

PARAPARAUMU

Current
average speed
55-59km/h
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Raumati Road

a
Popl

Current average speed
80-84km/h

Current average speed
45-49km/h

Section

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Current average speed
85-89km/h

CURRENT SPEED LIMIT

Board
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Where to from here for PP2Ō Revocation?

April 2021

Late 2021

Public
engagement on
preferred design
options and
speed limits

Detailed design

This is where we are
now. After previous
engagement and working
with KCDC and others,
we have developed
concept designs for the
project. We are now
presenting the preferred
design options for further
discussion and feedback,
before we begin the
detailed design process.
We are also asking for
your thoughts on the
speed limits on the
existing SH1 and a couple
of the local roads nearby.
This feedback helps us
understand how the
roads are being used
and what might be
appropriate speeds
when the status of
the road changes.

This is where your
suggestions and
concerns will be
considered as the
design is finalised.
We will present the
detailed design to the
public so you can see
what is planned.

2021-22

2022

Formal
consultation
on speed limits

Notification of
any speed limit
change

Changing a speed limit
is a legal process, so
this stage involves
sharing a detailed
proposal with you
and asking for any
additional information
that might have an
impact on the final
decision.

Once formal
submissions have
been analysed, a final
decision is published
on our website and
the public is notified
of when the new speed
limits will come into
effect.

2022
(TBC)

Construction
begins
Physical work on
the corridor is expected
to begin. There will be
temporary speed limits
in place during this
phase.

2024

Revocation
construction
complete
Construction is
expected to take
two years.

Where to from here for M2PP Corridor Improvements?
April 2021

Late 2021

2022

2022

Public
engagement on
speed limits

Formal
consultation on
speed limits

Notification of
any speed limit
change

Corridor
improvement
work completed

This is where we are
now. This phase is
happening alongside
the construction
phase of the M2PP
revocation project. It
helps us understand
what appropriate
speeds might be when
the infrastructure
construction is
complete.

Changing a speed limit
is a legal process, so
this stage involves
sharing a detailed
proposal of any changes
to the speed limits and
asking for any additional
information that might
have an impact on the
final decision.

Once formal
submissions have
been analysed, a final
decision is published
on our website and
the public is notified of
when the new speed
limits will come into
effect.

We have already
completed work
on some sections.
Construction on all
zones is expected to
be completed in 2022,
when the road will
be ready for any new
permanent speed limits.

